
Exploded View
Summer Came Early EP

track listing:
Summer Came Early (3:26)
Forever Free (2:42)
Mirror of the Madman (3:46)
You Got A Problem Son (3:10)

key information / selling Points:
Hometown / Key Markets: 
Mexico City, Berlin, Bristol, Stockholm, New York, Los 
Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago, Austin, London

Selling Points / Key Press: 
Kraut/dub project featuring the singer Anika (BEAK>, 
solo records on Stones Throw and Invada)  
Follow-up to 2016’s acclaimed self-titled debut LP
Band also includes Crocodiles producer Martin Thulin, 
as well as the popular Mexico City producers Hugo 
Quezada and Amon Melgarejo

“A stark, flesh-and-blood rendering of a band in the grip of a 
sonic compulsion.” - The Quietus

related catalog
SBR-146 Exploded View Exploded View CD/LP

RiYL: Anika, Nico, Silver Apples, Portishead

catalog #: SBR-180
genre: Alternative/Krautrock/Dub
release date: 11-10-2017
available formats: 12" eP
UPc-lP: 616892516248
exPort restrictions: None
vinyl is not retUrnable
box lot: lP 30 

label contact:
Sacred Bones Records
144 N. 7th Street #413
Brooklyn, NY 11211
info@sacredbonesrecords.com
www.sacredbonesrecords.com
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“The summer sun came early that year … but we didn’t question a thing.”

Exploded View is: Annika Henderson, Martin Thulin, Hugo Quezada, and 
Amon Melgarejo.

After finishing the songs that became their self-titled debut LP for Sacred Bones, 
Exploded View decided to go back into the studio and record some more. Mixed 
in with some of the outtakes of the first record, such as “Mirror of the Madman,” 
the songs on Summer Came Early signal a step forward for the band, revealing 
more clarity and focus than the first, yet retaining a certain messy experimental-
ism that gives them the freedom they crave. 

The psychotic tale of “Mirror of the Madman” shatters into to the softness of 
“Summer Came Early,” an epitaph to the environment, written in a post-warming 
future. “Forever Free” captures a “baroque” approach, with a curious combina-
tion of sounds: the fake harpsichord synth sound and the mellotron, plus the 

“bleeping sound” sequence caused by Hugo Quezada’s personal obsession with 
Raymond Scott. The track is a tale of mental entrapment and finding the key to 
freedom from within.

The final song, “You Got A Problem Son,” almost went undiscovered. It could 
have easily been buried and forgotten eternally, had it not been found by Queza-
da and Martin Thulin while listening through the 8-track tapes for something 
else. The lead sound was made with a four-oscillator synth, with the four oscilla-
tors slightly out of tune with one another; a nice metaphor for the band perhaps, 
ending the trip with a disjointed rush; a mod-tale, begging for repeated listening.


